
New Courses

And don’t forget all the courses that are available 
on Coursera and DLP. Here are a few new ones 
you might want to explore.

 → SMP/E

 → z/OS System Services Structure

Hot Topics

Hot Topics is a favorite source of articles that  
features areas of interest across IBM zSystems 
and z/OS topics, including important hints and tips. 
Here are a few of our recent articles, plus there  
are so much more waiting for you to discover!

 → Real-time network crypto enforcement 
with zERT

 → Managing Compliance with Ease on IBM Z

 → RedHat Open Shift Container Platform on 
IBM z/OS Container Extensions

IBM z/OS and Hardware  
Technical Documentation

Looking for the latest IBM z/OS 2.5  
documentation and the new IBM zSystems  
hardware documentation? We have you covered!

 → IBM z/OS 2.5 Documentation

 → IBM Z Hardware Documentation

New IBM zSystems Content

Check out these recent additions to  
the library:

 → IBM z/OS Change Tracker

 → IBM Z Deep Neural Network Library (zDNN)

 → z/OS Authorized Code Scanner

 → z/OS Data Set File System (Administra-
tion, Messages and Codes) 

IBM Z and LinuxONE 
Content Solutions

Looking for a single, engaging place to find 
everything you need to understand and use a 
product or function? Check out new and updated 
content solutions to support the IBM z16.

 → zCX Foundation for Red Hat OpenShift

 → z/OS Change Tracker

 → z/OS Connect

 → Journey to AI on IBM Z and LinuxONE

 → IBM Z Security and Compliance Center

IBM Redbooks

Looking to predict outcomes with AI, modernize 
with ease using hybrid cloud and OpenShift,  
and secure everything with cryptography? 
Start exploring the IBM z16 Redbooks.

 → IBM Z Software Redbooks

 → IBM z16 Redbooks landing page

IBM  
zSystems 
Content
When and where  
you need it.
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